Values, Care, Achievement
‘A cord of three strands is not easily broken.’ Ecclesiastes 4:12
‘I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.’ John 10:10

Curriculum Mapping MFL
The MFL curriculum is designed to develop three areas simultaneously and these are as follows; 1) Skills in terms of the components (competence in Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing), 2) an increasing depth of knowledge of content and topics
and finally 3) language specific grammar. The component skills of Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing are embedded into teaching with the goal that students are able to move from encoding and decoding words phonically to understanding and
producing complex sentences by the end of KS3. By the end of KS4 the four components will have moved into longer utterances of greater detail with students developing the skills of inference and adaptation of language. Of all these have the end point
of students being able to access a variety of resources, learn from and critically analyse authentic materials and ultimately develop a wider understanding of the countries of their target language.
The mapping of the content is developed so that students are able to study the basics of all GCSE themes giving them a grounding in the vocabulary and knowledge. These are the revisited at KS4 to develop a greater fluency in terms of cultural capital,
for example, students may study describing my house and home at KS3 and later build on this topic at KS4 by studying how to look after the environment and volunteer in their city. By learning about a wide range of topics relevant to the world around
them students will learn many skills which will develop better cultural awareness and civic responsibility. For instance, students will learn interview skills and job application writing when studying jobs and professions or the importance of volunteering
and the variety of voluntary opportunities that exist.

The third element of the curriculum is the incremental and linear development of grammar skills specific to the language studied. Each language map shows at what stage each grammar aspect is introduced and these all build on one another to allow
students to access the highest level of GCSE standard text or realia.

‘You yourselves like living stones are being built up as a spiritual house.’ 1 Peter 2.5
JUSTICE

COMPASSION

‘Your present circumstances don’t determine where you can go; they merely determine where you start.’

FORGIVENESS

TRUST

